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Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping

Where am I in the world?

What does my world look like?
Fundamental Technical Challenges
Three Key Elements of SLAM Systems

Where am I in the world?

What does my world look like?

Sensors  Processors  Algorithms
Our Approach

1. **Core SLAM**
   - modular SLAM system
   - utilising traditional and near-term novel sensors and processors

2. **Event-Based SLAM**
   - complementary sensor
   - eventually becomes module within Core SLAM

3. **Ultimate SLAM**
   - running on compact and low power platforms
   - integrate sensors, processors and algorithms closely together
Event-Based SLAM
The Potential of Event Cameras

- High Measurement Rate
- High Dynamic Range
- Low Latency
- Low Power Consumption
ETAM 2D: real-time event-based 3-DoF tracking and 2D mapping
ETAM 3D: real-time event-based 6-DoF tracking and 3D mapping
Enabling Robotic, AR and VR Systems
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tracking against the gradient map directly for computationally limited platforms
The Potential of Intensity Reconstruction
intensity reconstruction comparison using three different event cameras

iniLabs DVS128 (128×128)

Insightness SER1 (346×260)

Samsung DVS Gen.2 (640×480)
event rate comparison of three different event cameras

iniLabs DVS128 (128×128)  about 0.5Meps

Insightness SER1 (346×260)  about 1Meps

Samsung DVS Gen.2 (640×480) about 2Meps
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